DSL and NATEL® Pro
Make phone calls and surf the Internet without a fixed network
connection.
DSL subscription price
NATEL® subscription price

CHF 59.–/month
from CHF 33.–/month

Data transmission/costs
Download *
Upload *
Internet connection
Surfing at hotspots

max. 20 Mbit/s
max. 2 Mbit/s
Constantly connected
1 hour/month free**

* The actual speed depends on your telephone connection (e.g. distance to the telephone exchange).
** Billing is in 15-minute increments

NATEL® subscriptions
NATEL® entry basic

CHF 33.–/month

NATEL® entry plus

CHF 44.–/month

NATEL® infinity XS

CHF 59.–/month

NATEL® infinity S

CHF 75.–/month

NATEL® infinity M

CHF 99.–/month

NATEL® infinity L

CHF 129.–/month.

NATEL® infinity XL

CHF 169.–/month

Router/Modem
Internet-Box
Centro grande

249.– (instead of 299.–)
Free (instead of 149.–)
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Service Package Classic
Service Package «Classic»
E-mail addresses
Storage space per e-mail address
Address book
Free SMS
SMS-Box
Protection from spam, phising and viruses
HomepageTool Light

included
5
500 MB
1,000 contacts
30




Notes:
The offer is only available with a DSL and NATEL® Pro subscription; it is a customised combination of a NATEL® subscription and DSL. It
applies to the NATEL® subscriptions: entry, basic, entry plus and infinity. The Natel® infinity plus subscriptions are excluded. The
minimum contract term for the supplementary DSL contract is 12 months. Please note that your fixed network connection will be
muted. You will therefore no longer be able to make any telephone calls (including emergency calls) using the fixed network
connection. For technical reasons, no static IP addresses may be used. DSL and NATEL® Pro can also be combined with Swisscom TV
start and basic.
The subscription is automatically transferred to one of the subscriptions that apply to residential customers either after a year or when
you reach the 26 age limit. The existing minimum subscription or extension term is transferred at the same time.
DSL and NATEL® Pro is not possible on fibre optics.
All prices in CHF including VAT
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